Black and Blue
In this time of economic stringency and cut backs, we should like to
suggest that the Southern Region makes an immediate economy by stopping
painting suburban multiple units blue and grey. The financial saving would
probably be slight, but the aesthetic effect would be considerable. The British
Rail corporate image is so well-established that there can be no need for the
application of grey paint to every train for the sake of identity.
The Southern's main line stock, 'Vep's excepted, is of relatively
simple external appearance and while units are not unattractive in plain livery,
they do look rather dull. The application of grey paint round the windows from
1967 onwards made them appear more dynamic (for want of a better expression).
However, suburban stock has a more complex appearance. Its body surface is
broken up by numerous doors, windows and handles that make it sufficiently
"interesting" to look at without the need for colour contrast.
Main line stock has windows that are slightly wider than they are high,
and relatively few external doors. The length of the vehicles and shape of the
windows make a broad horizontal band of colour fit in with the physical design
satisfactorily. On suburban stock the numerous doors, windows and handles
create a strong vertical element in the design that is not stifled by the overall
length of the coaches. Thus, the grey band goes "against the grain".
On main line stock the windows come vertically, more-or-less in the
centre of the grey band, whereas on suburban stock there is a much larger area
of grey paint below the windows than above. Thus, the grey band has no
relationship with the physical features of suburban bodywork and, on vehicles
to Southern Railway designs in particular, blue and grey livery looks a total mess.
From the functional, rather than the design, point of view, if a mundane
and unexciting object looks perfectly acceptable in a simple, plain livery, is it
not inappropriate to turn it out in anything more fancy?
The position is different with respect to 508 stock, for its smooth and
relatively featureless bodysides need to be broken up by contrasting colours.
However, it is the cab ends of 508 units that are an utter mess. The quality of
design of any object must be called into question if a complicated livery is
necessary to bring out the best in the design. The "two lovely black eyes" do
little to improve the appearance of the 508s, but the units would probably look
worse with all-yellow ends. Furthermore, the 508 design will probably become
"dated" very quickly - unlike the designs of virtually all other units on the
Southern. As London Transport has been producing simple and dignified front
ends for its "surface" stock for decades, it is remarkable that British Rail could
have made such a botch.
However, let us be grateful for small mercies. At least no 'EPB' was
ever outshopped white with a blue waistband That would have been a sight to
make strong men weep
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Preservation Notes
NEWS FROM WANSFORD

During 1980 3142 clocked up about 250 miles; about the same as in
1979. Once again, all five coaches (11161, 11773, 10096, 11825 and 11201)
were used. During the "Eurosteam" event in September 3142 ran with restored
'5Bel' motor coach 91. This is the first of the fifteen "Brighton Belle" coaches
to re-enter service since withdrawal at the end of April 1972.
Don Ware has finished fitting storage shelves in half of our 'CCT' and
the spare parts currently stored in Ealing will shortly be transferred to
Wansford, where they will be much more use.
Another attempt (that is, doing more than thinking about it!) is to be
made to refit the compressors to the motor coaches. This will not be an easy
task due to the weight of the compressors and the poor access to their
mountings. The roof of motor coach 11201 is leaking badly. The ceiling must
be removed to discover the cause and, in some places, new ceiling boards are
required.
After the success of last year's "Working Week", we are repeating the
exercise this year during May. Dates and details will appear in the April "Live
Rail", but Mark Davies should be able to provide information during March
upon request. (Address etc inside front cover).
As usual, the mice have climbed aboard for the winter. We hope that
they will eat the poison before getting round to Graham Wootton's sleeping bag!
'4COR' MOTOR COACH FOR SALE

SEG member Brian Juniper is having to sell his '4Cor' motor coach,
11187 from unit 3135. It is located in the back garden of his former home in
Cheshunt, Hertfordshire.
The coach is offered for sale as and where standing, subject to a
provision that it must be moved away by the beginning of April. It is complete
with motors, but lacks compressor, compressor governor, loudaphone and
voltage regulators.
A home for the coach could be found at Wansford, and the cost of
moving it there by road would probably be about £2,000. (Movement by rail
would be more expensive, and might be impracticable).
Due to other commitments (about which we hope to be able to say
something in the April "Live Rail"), the SEG is unable to purchase the coach,
so if any individual member is interested in buying it, please contact Brian
Juniper, Market Hill House, Market Hill, BUNTINGFORD, Hertfordshire
SG9 9AB, telephone Royston 71450. Any reasonable offer will be considered
for the coach may have to be cut up if it is no* sold.
'2BIL' 2090 DAMAGED

It is understood that '2Bil' 2090 has been damaged by vandals. The
unit is stored by the National Railway Museum at Preston Park Pullman Shed
and has given rides on the occasion of some Brighton station 'Open Days'.
It is believed that windows have been broken and seats slashed. The Group
has written to the National Railway Museum for further information.
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Visits Reports
RAYNES PARK SIGNALBOX, 13th AUGUST 1980

Twelve Group members visited Raynes Park box and spent about an
hour overlooking the junction of the South Western main line and the Epsom
branch.

The box was built just before the last war and the present equipment was
installed in 1958. It is expected that this will last until 1988, when the box will
be replaced by & new signalling centre to be located at Wimbledon West Yard.
This will control the area from Waterloo out to Guildford and, possibly, Horsham.
Raynes Park box normally only describes up trains on to Wimbledon ' C ' ,
although it can correct a wrong description on a down train before passing this on
to New Maiden or Motspur Park as the case may require. Most of the signals in
the area covered operate semi-automatically on the track circuit block principle.
However, the box is quite a busy centre owing to the need to operate the points
leading to and from the Epsom branch.
Recently, the box has taken over control of West Barnes Lane level
crossing. There is a duplicate set of CCTV monitors in the box for this purpose,
the monitors being used in alternate weeks. Normally, one man looks after the
main frame, and another takes care of West Barnes.
In all, a very pleasant and interesting evening.
ST LEONARDS TMD, 13th DECEMBER 1980

The visitors to St Leonards depot had to face the walk from West St
Leonards station in high wind and rain, but a most interesting tour of the depot
amply compensated for this.
The depot was built to maintain the "Hastings" diesel units, introduced
in 1957, but also deals with maintenance of Oxted and Ashford- Hastings line
units and does work on class 33 diesel locomotives. However, certain jobs,
such as wheel turn ing, are done at Chart Leacon
The depot comprises two main buildings; a four-track maintenance shed
and a five-track carriage shed. A fuelling point adjoins the carriage shed. It was
rather surprising to learn that, despite the depot's exposed position on the coast,
the maintenance shed had no doors for a considerable period after it was brought
into use. The carriage shed still has no doors for it was designed to accommodate
two '6S' units on each road and thus two '6L' units are longer than the shed.
An English Electric '4SRKT' diesel engine, as fitted to all Southern
diesel units, had been lifted out of one of the units in the maintenance shed, so
permitting a close examination. The engines are very reliable, though there have
been some problems with the cylinder block fracturing. Initially, the affected
metal was machined away and replaced by steel plates at Eastleigh Works, but
recent practice has been to employ specialist contractors to "stitch" the original
casting together by means of cold welding techniques. A float of spare engines
is kept and, as the '4SRKT' is a standard type, it has been possible to buy
second hand examples. About 1976 four engines that had been used as stationary
generators were purchased from the Ministry of Defence, and two more may be
bought.
A considerable number of units have undergone overhaul at Swindon Works,
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and the quality of work is very high At Swindon the bodywork of "Hastings"
vehicles is renewed from underframe level almost up to the bottom of the window

frames. Our guide considered that the units have a further ten years' life in
them following attention at Swindon.

The one disappointment was that the refurbished '3H(M)' unit, 1111,
was not at the depot, as it had been sent to Chart Leacon that morning. However,
the newly reformed, unique ' 3 R ' 1206 was available for inspection instead
Appreciation must be expressed for this visit to a relatively small, but

most interesting depot.

Selhurst Depot Open Day, 21st September I980
Travel to this event was interesting as, although no indication was shown
on the weekly map of engineering works of work between Croydon and Victoria,
the 13 11 Brighton to Victoria train, which I caught at Redhill, was running to
London Bridge. Although the guard said that it was running non-stop from East
Croydon, an announcement was made at that station that it would stop at Norwood
Junction. There I was able to join a very full ' 3 H ' 1102 which ran from the
non-electrified bay at the south end of platform 1 and crawled at a slow walking
pace to a platform in the paint shop. This building, dating from 1911 and on the
former site of Crystal Palace football ground was built for the maintenance and
servicing of the Brighton a.c. electric trains. With a much higher roof than the
other buildings, its doors are of a height to clear overhead wiring.
The first place to visit was the static locomotive display to see if the
promised "Deltic" was present, but once again hopes were dashed. However,
visitors making an interesting contrast to 33s and 73s were, 50023 "Howe",
47581 "Great Eastern" and 31 112. Maybe, next time if a "Deltic" is not
available a class 56 would be an interesting substitute. The Southern was
represented by 33056 "The Burma Star", 73101 and 09014. Steam was present
in the form of a breakdown crane which gave displays of lifting, turning and
re-railing a four-wheeled van. Other locomotives present within the depot were
08152/387/650/933, 09015/024, 33062 and 73 114. The last mentioned locomotive
was being raised and lowered from its bogies by a pair of overhead cranes.
Among the multiple-units present were the following interesting
examples, '4Cep' 411515, a class 508, '3H(M)' 1111 and facelift '4EPB'

5143. Also present were Waterloo & City car 59, Western Region diesel unit
L508, water cannon unit 002 and newly completed de-icer 010, bearing paint date
22.9.80! De-icers 011/12 were in process of conversion.

Gatwick United ?
If proposals under consideration by Crystal Palace and Brighton & Hove
Albion football clubs come to fruition, the Southern will be running football
specials on the Brighton line every Saturday throughout the season. The clubs
propose to sell their present grounds, Selhurst Park and the Goldstone Ground,
and build a joint football stadium in the Crawley/Gatwick area. They would play
at home alternate weeks. Brighton already charters a significant number of
football specials, and the club has gained support since its promotion to the
First Division.
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The Cross-London Tunnel
British Rail's proposed main line tunnel under the centre of London was
mentioned briefly in "Live Rail" 58, and further details are now available.

Some nine
million people living south of the River Thames have
access to railway lines to the Midlands and North of England. Due to the need

to transfer from one termini to another, journeys between places north and south
of London are much slower than ones entirely north or south of the capital. This
discourages rail travel to and from the Southern Region, though the area has
considerable potential for growth in long distance traffic. The transfer between
London termini is inconvenient, as well as slow, particularly for passengers with
much luggage, disabled people and those with children.
British Rail has considered various ways of overcoming the problem.
Trains running via the West London Line, or other orbital routes, cannot adequately
serve Central London. Therefore, such services have to be additional to or instead
of trains to and from the London termini. In consequence, either operating costs
are significantly increased and there is congestion on some lines, or the service to
and from Central London is made less frequent and, therefore, less attractive.
The route through Central London, via Blackfriars and Farringdon is not
considered suitable for main line services and it is planned to operate a fairly
intensive commuter service over it. Furthermore, lines into Blackfriars are
(BR claims) congested and have poor access to most Southern Region main lines.
It was concluded that a new tunnel under Central London would be the
best way of linking lines north and south of the city. Roughly the same level of
service to London would be provided on each radial route, but trains would
continue across the city centre to serve a line out the other side of the capital.
The length of time that trains stood at stations in Central London would be greatly
reduced, as they would not terminate there, and BR would require about 200 fewer
carriages as a result.
Three possible tunnel routes were investigated:
1
2
3

Bricklayers Arms to Camden via Waterloo and Euston
Battersea to Old Oak Common via Victoria and Paddington
Battersea to Camden via Victoria and Euston

The third option was selected for further study, as that tunnel would serve the
greatest number of main lines from London. The tunnel would comprise two
single track bores at depths up to 60m below the surface, so as to pass below
all London Transport tube tunnels. There would be intermediate "low level"
stations at Victoria and Euston. The possibility of a third station, in the heart
of London (London Piccadilly?), is not mentioned by BR.

The tunnel would start from Battersea, in the vicinity of Stewarts Lane,
with connections from the Bournemouth, Brighton and Chatham lines. It would
drop at a gradient of 1 in 40 to pass under the River Thames and would be bored
through London clay. At Victoria the "low level" station would be directly
below the main line station and the southbound station tunnel could be directly
above the northbound one. From Victoria the tunnels would climb, mainly at
1 in32, below St James's Park and Leicester Square to a summit in the vicinity
of St Giles Circus (Tottenham Court Road/New Oxford Street). It would then
descend at 1 in 300 through the Woolwich and Reading beds and chalk, under
Bloomsbury, to Euston "low level" station. This would be east of the main
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line station and linked to King's Cross by means of a travelator. (There does not
appear to be a travelator link to St Pancras which, with comments on surplus
capacity at termini after the tunnel opened, may bode ill for that station). From
Euston the tunnels would rise steeply through the London clay - the southbound
tunnel gradient would be 1 in 39½ - passing below the BR Up Empty Carriage Line
tunnel and the Grand Union Canal to a portal in the vicinity of Primrose Hill.
From Euston "low level" there would be branch tunnels to portals at
Holloway on the East Coast Main Line and Kentish Town on the Midland Line.
Connections at Willesden and Old Oak Common would allow trains from the
tunnel (or from Euston) to join the Western Region main line.
A possible train service through the tunnel has been devised and it
would appear that the trains would run at four minute intervals. Proposals
envisage the following services, each operating hourly:-

From:

To:

Dover

Cardiff or Bristol; Milton Keynes and Birmingham; Liverpool;
Bedford and Leicester

Brighton

Birmingham; Manchester; Peterborough; Cambridge

Gatwick

Oxford; Bedford (plus Brighton services)

Portsmouth

Milton Keynes, Crewe and Preston; Bedford; Peterborough and Leeds

Bournemouth Leicester and Sheffield; Peterborough, York and Newcastle
Electric traction would have to be used through the tunnel, and BR has
assumed that electrification to Bristol, Oxford, Sheffield, Leeds and Newcastle
would be completed by the time that it opened. However, the tunnel would still
be a viable proposition on the basis of through running between the Southern
Region and West Coast Main Line only. Dual voltage rolling stock would be
required, with the changeover between 750 volts dc and 25 kV ac being at Victoria.
It is hoped that APT sets would be used for services through the tunnel, but
conventional electric multiple-units or locomotive hauled trains could be used.
An incidental advantage of the tunnel would be diversion of trains away
from Victoria "main line", thus creating adequate capacity for Channel Tunnel
trains, though a proportion of these would use the cross-London tunnel.
The scheme has been appraised as an investment making a wide range
of assumptions as to cost and passenger figures. The most likely result gives
a real rate of return to BR of 13% on an estimated outlay of £330m (plus or minus
£30m). This return comes mainly as a result of increased passenger traffic
and reduced terminal costs in London. It should be noted that for that part of
the journey through the tunnel, passengers would pay a fare equivalent to the
cross-London LTE tube fare, but this would be included in the overall price of
the ticket and not collected as a separate "toll".
BR claims that the value of benefits to the community, mainly the
notional value of time saved, would comfortably exceed the purely
return. Furthermore, no account has been taken of a number of benefits,
including the increase in travel entirely within the Southern Region due to use
of better quality Inter City trains.
BR has issued a discussion document on the project in order to ascertain
the views of "relevant Authorities" and to test public reaction. If the tunnel
receives enthusiastic backing, and cash is forthcoming, it could be open in 1991.
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The Barnes Collision, 1955

It is said that misfortunes come in threes, and this was certainly the case
on London's railways just over twenty
five years ago. On Thursday 1st Dec
1955 two steam trains collided head on at Chingford and an underground train ran
into the back of another at Bromley-by-Bow. Ten people were injured in the first
collision and forty
four in the second, but worse was to follow next day at Barn
The Barnes collision on 2nd December 1955 was remarkable in a number
of ways. The direct cause of the accident was by no means unique and was, in
fact, a close repetition of the circumstances of collisions involving electric trains
at Battersea Park in 1937 and at South Croydon ten years after that. However, the
events following the Barnes collision were without parallel on the Southern, and the
accident would appear to be the only one where passengers have died as a direct
result of faulty electrification equipment. This was not the only lapse; making a
statement in the House of Commons on 6th December, the Minister of Transport &
Civil Aviation, Mr John Boyd Carpenter, made the usual reference to the emergency
services, paying tribute to their "very prompt action". In fact, by normal standards,
the emergency services, and the fire brigade in particular, were not at all prompt
in their arrival on the scene, though the blame for this was found to rest with others.
This slow response compounded the tragic results of the collision.
Barnes station is on the Windsor line, at the point where the Hounslow loop
diverges. From Queens Road to Barnes the Windsor line has four tracks; Up Local,
Up Through, Down Through and Down Local, in that order. At the time of the
collision the line was mechanically signalled, signal-boxes from Clapham Junction
being at Point Pleasant Junction, Putney, Barnes East and Barnes Junction. West
of Barnes Junction signal-boxes were Grove Park on the Hounslow loop and White
Hart Crossing on the Windsor line. Sykes Lock & Block working applied between
all of these signal-boxes.
Very briefly, Sykes Lock & Block works on the basis that a signalman is
not able to signal a train into the block section in advance of his box until his
starting signal has been electrically released by the signalman at the box in
advance. In turn, this signalman cannot release the starting signal until the
proceeding train has passed his signal controlling the section in advance of his
box, and that signal has been replaced to danger. Thus, if the Putney signalman
wished to signal a train to proceed from Putney to Barnes East, he would have to
offer the train to the Barnes East signalman who, in turn, if he could accept the
train, would press a plunger in his box which would allow the Putney signalman
to raise his starting signal. However, the Barnes East signalman could not
accept the train and release the starting signal at Putney until the previous train
had proceeded to Barnes Junction and the Barnes East signals had been placed at
danger behind it.
Even the best arrangements go awry now and then, and signalling equipment fails periodically. To allow for this, there was a key at each signal-box
that enabled the signalman to over-ride the interlocking of the Sykes system.
Naturally, very strict rules covered the use of this release key and, in particular,
it could not be used until the signalman had clearly ascertained that there was no
train in the section and that the release was absolutely necessary and could be
done in safety.

One of the protagonists in the accident was a steam train, the 1055pm
freight from Battersea Yard to Brent. This comprised forty
two
wagons hauled b
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a London Midland Region locomotive, Stanier ' 8 F ' 2-8-0 number 48750, It was
worked by a crew from Cricklewood depot. The freight had left Battersea on time
and it was with some relief that the signalman at Clapham Junction 'A' box saw
it lumber up the bank to Ludgate Junction a minute early and without stalling, as
it had done the previous night. It was booked to run to Barnes, where it would
take the Hounslow loop, on the Down Through line, but, due to a power failure
earlier in the evening, suburban services were running late and it was more convenient to put the freight down the Local line. The guard of the freight train should
have changed the lamps on the rear of his van when he saw that his train was
diverted onto the Local line. In addition to the tail light, freight trains on the
Through line carried two red sidelights, whereas those on the Local line carried a
red light and a white light. It is possible that the lights were not altered, so a
railwayman viewing the rear of the train could have been misled as to the line
that it was running on.
The freight was signalled from Clapham Junction 'E' box to Point Pleasant
Junction in the normal manner, but when the Point Pleasant signalman offered it
on to Putney, at 11 7pm, it was not accepted. Putney signal-box was scheduled
to switch out at 11 45pm, though the signalman was authorised to switch out at any
time between 11 30 pm and midnight, at a convenient moment when the line was
clear. However, although a train was approaching, the Putney signalman wished to
go home early. Barnes East box was already closed, and the Putney man made the
necessary arrangements, in the correct manner, to establish block working between
Point Pleasant Junction and Barnes Junction signal-boxes, and to close his own.
He, and the signalman at Point Pleasant Junction, entered 11 28pm as the time of
closing in their registers, although the actual time was twenty minutes earlier.
The signalman at Barnes Junction made no entry at that time.
With Putney box closed, Point Pleasant offered the freight train to Barnes
Junction, and it was accepted. The train passed Point Pleasant box at 11 11 pm
and the signalman gave the "train entering section" bell signal to Barnes Junction.
A lengthman, working on the line, noticed Point Pleasant Junction Down Local
Starting signal fall to danger behind the freight.
The freight train had not been delayed by the closure of Putney signal-box,
as the signalman at Point Pleasant had offered it forward well in advance. However,
Barnes Junction's distant signal was at caution and the train was brought to a stand
at Barnes Junction Down Local Home signal, east of the station. It was out of
sight of the signal-box, which was west of the station, hidden by two bridges over

the railway.
The exact course of events from the time the freight train stopped at the
signal at Barnes until the moment of the collision was the subject of disagreement
at the subsequent inquiry, but only one reasonable sequence was possible. The
locomotive crew thought that they were stopped at the signal for a minute or so only,
but the train was, in fact, stood for over five minutes. The driver did not sound
the whistle until some time after the train had stopped, but tests revealed that it
was most unlikely that the signalman could have heard the whistle. There were no
track circuits to indicate the presence of the train to the signalman.
The next train on the Down Local line was the 11 12 pm from Waterloo to
Windsor and Chertsey, which was running some four minutes late. It was formed
of two '2Nol' units, numbers 1853 (leading) and 1877. Each comprised a motor
brake third and a driving trailer third. The units were twenty years old, but their
"secondhand" bodywork had been built originally for steam stock between 1895 and
1900, and was almost entirely of timber construction.
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The Windsor train was offered to Barnes Junction by Point Pleasant at
11 23½pm, and was promptly accepted. The Barnes signalman cleared his home
signal and the freight train started to move slowly towards the starting signal,
which remained at danger. The Windsor train passed Point Pleasant Junction box
at about 45mph two minutes later, and the signalman gave the "train entering
section" signal to Barnes Junction.
At 1128pm the Windsor train, proceeding at about 35mph under clear
signals, ran into the back of the freight train. Reassured by the signals and
possibly deceived by
incorrect lights on the rear of the freight train, the
unfortunate motorman braked only seconds before the impact and the speed of his
train was hardly reduced.
The point of collision was just east of Queens Ride bridge, a short distance
on the Putney side of Barnes station. The leading coach of the Windsor train,
driving trailer 9990, was severely damaged and came to rest on its side under the
bridge and on the Down Through line. Motor brake 9901, the second coach, was
derailed and slightly damaged, and the rear unit remained on the rails and was
hardly damaged at all.
The driver and fireman of the freight train were thrown forward by the
collision and, when they had recovered themselves, looked back to see flames and
arcing. The driver went to Barnes Junction signal-box to inform the signalman that
he thought an electric train had run into the rear of his own.
Upon hearing this, the signalman gave the "obstruction danger" bell signal
to Point Pleasant Junction and telephoned the man there to say that he was going
to see what was wrong. He left the signal-box and went down to the platform,
where a man told him that an ambulance was required. The signalman made a 999
emergency call (to which we shall return later) from the public telephone box on
the Down Local line platform. As he left the telephone box he saw a sheet of flame
east of the station and heard cries for help. Realising the gravity of the situation,
he returned to the telephone box to summon further aid before going back to the
signal-box,.
Back at the signal-box he gave the "obstruction danger" bell signal to
White Hart Crossing signal-box (the signal was never given to Grove Park) and
then telephoned Point Pleasant again. A conversation along the following lines
took place: Barnes Junction:
Point Pleasant:
Barnes Junction:
Point Pleasant:
Barnes Junction:

"What is down the local line?"
"You have got a Windsor going down the local"
"No I have not. I have got a goods"
"You have got a Windsor"
' "Well, I did not clear you for a Windsor"

The Point Pleasant signalman said that the conversation ended after he
had repeated that there was a Windsor train on the local line, and he telephoned
Barnes Junction later to find the reason for the "obstruction danger" signal. Only
then did he realise what had happened.
The man at Barnes Junction also received a telephone call from the Putney
signalman, who learned of the collision upon arrival at Twickenham, on his way
home. The early closure of Putney signal-box was sure to be discovered, and the
signalmen agreed that a closure time of 11 12pm would be entered in the register
at Barnes Junction.
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At the scene of the accident a motorman and a station foreman who had
been travelling as passengers on the Windsor train set to work rescuing passengers
from the wreckage of the first coach, and were soon assisted by passengers from
the other coaches, and passers by. Violent arcing off the Down Through line
conductor rail started soon after the collision, and the wreck of the front coach and
the rear vehicles of the freight train were quickly alight. The 'passenger' motorman
obtained a short circuiting bar from the cab of the second coach and attempted to
apply it to the Down Through line. However, the bar burned through and it was
necessary to find another and use that. Although the motorman acted with all speed
he did not successfully short-circuit the Down Through line until some five or six
minutes after the arcing had started.
By the time that the Down Through line was isolated the wreckage of the
trains was well alight. The rear wagon was conveying a large number of aircraft
wireless aerials packed in waxed paper and cardboard boxes, which added to the
intensity of the blaze, as did a bitumen coating which had been applied to the
girders of Queens Ride bridge only two days earlier. Although heroic attempts
were made to rescue people trapped in the wreckage, and a number of rescuers
suffered quite bad burns, many perished in the fire before they could be extricated.
If the electric current had been isolated as soon as the collision occurred
there would have been no arcing. The oil lamps and stove on the freight train's
brake van might have caused a small fire, but this could have been controlled
easily. Only the intense heat from the electric arcs could have ignited the hardwood carriage body. What, then, went wrong with the power supply equipment?
The original electrification equipment, installed in 1915, was still in use
in the Barnes area at the time of the collision, the lines being fed from manned,
rotary converter substations at Clapham Junction and Barnes itself. Although the
substations were nearly 3½ miles apart, there was no track parallelling hut between
them. Thus, the circuit breakers had to be set to trip out at 5,000 amperes, a
current value only slightly in excess of that which might be expected in the normal
course of events when traffic was heavy.
The collision caused short circuits on both of the down lines and at Barnes
substation the Down Through and Down Local circuit breakers opened. In accordance
with the standing instructions, the substation attendant closed both circuit breakers,
but they immediately re-opened. At Clapham Junction substation both of the
circuit breakers on the feeders to the down lines towards Barnes remained closed.
However, the attendant noticed that the needle of the ammeter on the Down Local
feeder was hard against its stop at 5,000 amperes and, deciding to take no risks,
he opened the circuit breaker by hand. The ammeters on the other feeders were
showing widely varying readings, but did not indicate that anything was seriously
amiss.
The Clapham Junction attendant telephoned the attendant at Barnes to
confirm that the Down Local line circuit breaker there had opened. The Barnes
attendant confirmed that it had, but failed to mention that his Down Through line
circuit breaker had also opened. It seems that the attendant at Barnes did not
appreciate the serious nature of the accident outside his substation for, just before
he received the call from Clapham Junction, the Barnes station porter came to the
substation to say that there had been a collision and that the current should be
switched off, but the attendant did not understand that it was necessary for the
up lines to be isolated as well as the down lines.
The Down Through line circuit breaker at Clapham Junction finally opened
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when the short circuiting bar was successfully applied to the line at Barnes. The
up lines remained alive until Woking Traffic Control asked the electrical controller
at Raynes Park to have all lines isolated, and this was done at 11 49pm.
The up lines remaining alive for over twenty minutes after the collision did
no more than create an additional hazard for rescuers. However, if the Down
Through line had been isolated promptly when the collision occurred the serious
fire would never have happened. Neither of the down line circuit breakers at
Clapham Junction had opened automatically when they should have done, and
both were carefully examined after the accident.
The simple reason for the failure of the circuit breakers was that they were
slightly stiff and the short circuited current was, at Clapham Junction, only very
slightly above the setting for the breakers. The resistance of three miles of
conductor rail significantly reduced the current, as did the arcing at Barnes.
Furthermore, the circuit breakers were of a type that it was difficult to set at all
accurately.
Notwithstanding the failure of the circuit breakers, the fire might still
have been prevented from reaching serious proportions if the fire brigade had
arrived on the scene promptly. Those involved had different recollections of the
various telephone conversations between the signalman at Barnes, the telephonist
at PROspect telephone exchange and the duty officer at Barnes fire station, but
for precious minutes there was misunderstanding as to what had happened and the
level of assistance required at Barnes station.
When the signalman made his first 999 call, at 11 33pm, the telephonist
at the exchange answered in the normal manner, "Emergency. Which service
please?". The signalman answered, "Fire, ambulance, police" and the telephonist
connected him to Barnes fire station. The telephonist heard the duty officer there
answer, "Fire Brigade speaking" and then claimed to hear the signalman say,
"Crash at Barnes. Signalman speaking". The telephonist then ceased
listening to the conversation while he filled in a docket relative to the
999 call. The fire brigade officer recalled the signalman saying "Can you send an
ambulance, there has been an accident at Barnes station". The officer was not
surprised by the request for there had once been an ambulance at Barnes fire

station, and less than a month earlier a porter had telephoned from Barnes railway
station for an ambulance when another porter had been injured. The fire brigade
officer was quite sure that the caller had not said that he was a signalman, he
had not mentioned a crash, and he had only asked for an ambulance. It is
virtually certain that the fire brigade officer's memory of the conversation is
correct, for the telephonist confused the two calls from Barnes station when
giving evidence later. If the fire brigade had any doubt as to whether or not they
were required at an incident they always turned out, and an officer was never
criticised if it turned out to be a false alarm. When the GPO telephonist listened
in to the conversation again, to check that all was in order, he heard the fireman
say, "All right, I'll send an ambulance along". The signalman then rang off.
The signalman was sure that the fire brigade was on its way, for they
were the first people that he had asked for when his call had been answered. The
GPO telephonist was also sure that the fire brigade was on its way, for he had
connected the caller to the fire station. In fact, all that the fire brigade officer
did was to telephone the Surrey ambulance headquarters, at New Malden, and
ask for an ambulance to be sent to Barnes station.
When the signalman made his second 999 call, a minute later, he asked
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the telephonist for the ambulance service only, and was put through to the New
Maiden headquarters. He was now very agitated and told the ambulance controller
that there had been a train accident and that people were screaming, but he assured
the controller that the fire brigade had been summoned. It was clear to the
ambulance controller that there had been a major incident at Barnes and that the
single ambulance on its way from Richmond would be far from sufficient. Other
ambulances were directed to the scene and Kingston Hospital was alerted, but no
immediate check was made to confirm that the fire brigade was attending the
accident.
About 11 35 pm a police sergeant on duty in the Barnes area saw the
electrical arcing at the scene of the collision and telephoned Putney police
station. Putney police called the London Ambulance Service and the London Fire
Brigade. At last, at 11 37pm, four minutes after the first 999 call and nine
minutes after the collision, the fire brigade turned out, but this was the London
brigade, from Wandsworth fire station, 2½ miles from Barnes. The Surrey brigade,
Barnes fire station, was eventually alerted at 11 40pm, as a result of a 999 call
made by a lineside resident.
Both fire brigades reached the scene of the accident at 11 44pm, by which
time the fire had gained such a strong hold it was as much as they could do to
prevent the entire Windsor train going up in flames. The greater part of the freight
train had been drawn forward clear of the flames, to prevent the fire spreading to
further wagons.

Eleven passengers on the Windsor train, its motorman and the guard of
the freight train were killed in the collision and fire. Twenty passengers were
seriously injured and twenty
one
suffered shock. Among those who died
group of students from a training college in Shoreditch and a table tennis player
who had represented England in international matches. However, the most
tragic death was of a teacher from Twickenham County School. She perished when
she returned to the blazing carriage in search of her husband, unaware that he had
managed to escape and was quite safe.
Once the fire was extinguished, work started on clearing the line. This was
a relatively quick job for much of the wreckage was destroyed in the fire, the up
lines were clear for movement of breakdown trains and Barnes goods yard, which
adjoined the site of the collision, was available for collection of wreckage.
Queens Ride bridge hampered the use of cranes, but this was the only significant
problem. '2Nol' 1877, like most of the freight train, could be hauled away, but
the motor coach of unit 1853 was stabled in the goods yard, where it was later cut
up. Little remained of the driving trailer from 1853 apart from its badly distorted
underframe and bogies, which were also cut up at Barnes. The track and Queens
Ride bridge were not severely affected and, after the signalling equipment had
been thoroughly tested, the line was re-opened to traffic about midday on 3rd
December.
While the line was blocked a local service was provided between Waterloo
and Wimbledon via East Putney, calling at all stations except Southfields and
Wimbledon Park. Services to and from Windsor, Kingston and Hounslow originated
and terminated at Richmond and Chiswick and a bus service was provided between
these stations and Wandsworth Town. However, passengers were encouraged to
travel via New Malden or Gunnersbury if possible. Reading trains were diverted
via Chertsey and the Virginia Water spur, and a 'race special' from Waterloo to
Windsor was routed via Chertsey and the Staines High Street curve.
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The public inquiry into the collision was conducted by Lieutenant Colonel
G R S Wilson of the Railway Inspectorate, and witnesses were examined at the
Grosvenor Hotel, Victoria on 13th and 14th December. Much of the evidence was
from the signalmen concerned and from members of the Signal Engineer's Department, and was rather too technical for press reporters present. In consequence, the
fact that the Putney signalman went home early made the main headlines, even
though this had no direct bearing on the collision, for it was a misdemeanour
comprehensible to the average reader.
However, it was the evidence of the Barnes Junction signalman that was
crucial. He stated that the freight train was offered to him from Point Pleasant
Junction at about 11 9pm and that he received the "train entering section" signal
for it about 1 - 1½ minutes later. At the time he was busy with traffic on the up
lines, so he did not clear his home signal for the freight train for several more
minutes. He did not hear the locomotive's whistle and he strongly denied
receiving any block signals from Point Pleasant Junction for the Windsor train.
The Point Pleasant signalman was equally certain that he had offered the
Windsor train to Barnes Junction and it was accepted, though he admitted that he
had been at fault in offering the train without having received the "line clear"
signal from Barnes Junction in respect of the freight. The Barnes Junction man
claimed that there must have been something wrong with the signalling equipment.
Signal Engineers gave evidence to the effect that the signalling equipment
at Barnes Junction and Point Pleasant Junction was in good order after the collision.
In particular, it was quite impossible to clear Point Pleasant Junction Down Local
Starting signal without the signalman at Barnes Junction (or Barnes East) accepting
a train, and there were no faults with Barnes Junction Down Local Home signal.
If the Barnes Junction signalman's allegations were true, the Point Pleasant man
must have signalled the Windsor train forward without having offered it to Barnes
at exactly the same time as the interlocking at Point Pleasant failed. Lt Col
Wilson considered that even though signalling failures in the area were more
prevalent than would be desired, this coincidence of human and mechanical
failure was quite improbable. He, therefore, concluded that the Barnes Junction
signalman must have used his release key to over-ride the Sykes interlocking
and thus accept the Windsor train, having forgotten about the freight. The Barnes
Junction signalman was solely responsible for the collision.
Lt Col Wilson also found the Barnes Junction signalman culpable for not
telephoning to have the traction current switched off much earlier than he did and
for not making it clear to the fire brigade, in his first 999 telephone call, that
there had been a serious accident. However, the GPO staff should have monitored
the call more closely.
The Point Pleasant Junction signalman was held to be free of responsibility
for the collision. Although he should not have offered the Windsor train forward
without having received the "line clear" signal from Barnes, he had no indication
in his box as to whether the section in advance was occupied or not, and had to
rely on memory. The substation attendants were not to blame for the continuance
of the feed to the Down Through Line, and the train crews involved were also
exonerated.
Lt Col Wilson made various recommendations; in particular that colour
light signalling with continuous track circuits should be installed on the Windsor
line. Sykes Lock and Block signalling could be improved in a number of ways.
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At signal-boxes an indicator should be provided to show whether the forward section
was occupied or not, as was already the practice on the Eastern and Central
Sections of the Region, On four track lines, where the view from the signal-box
was not clear, berth track circuits should be provided at home signals. If these
facilities had been provided at Point Pleasant Junction and Barnes Junction, the
Point Pleasant signalman would not have forgotten that his forward section was
still occupied and the Barnes Junction signalman would not have forgotten that
there was a train stood at his home signal.
Lt Col Wilson noted that the GPO was reviewing its 999 call emergency
procedure in order to eliminate the risk of confusion and misunderstanding in
future, and he suggested that railway staff might receive further instructions on

emergency call procedures.
No recommendation was made relative to rolling stock or power supply
equipment, as replacement of both was well in hand. A new rectifier substation
was brought into use at Point Pleasant Junction in February 1956 and Clapham
Junction substation was closed. Barnes substation was re-equipped soon after.
The last of the '2Nol' units were withdrawn in 1959, as more all-steel 'EPB'
stock entered service. In February 1959 colour light signalling was introduced

between Point Pleasant Junction and Richmond and Chiswick.
The theme of old and substandard equipment, shortly to be replaced,

causing or aggravating an accident has a familiar ring to it.
appropriate to consider the words of "The
7th December 1955,

Perhaps it is still

Thames Valley Times" publish

"Is it not the plain fact that our railways are having to get by with equipment that is long since out-dated, some of it to such an extent that it is
a danger to the public?"
"Are we really so poverty-stricken, in this age of industrial progress, that
we have got to struggle along as a nation with worn-out, secondhand

things?"
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Regional Review
STOCK NOTES

The depot real locations proposed for 1 December (postponed from 27
October) did not take place. Instead, the following alterations took effect from
8 December: 5034/35 SU to SG; 5129 WD to SU; 5352/53 SG to WD; 5755/56
WD to SG; 6016/18 WD to Bl; 7050/51 FR to Bl; 7808/09 Bl to WD. Further
re-allocations from 5 January were: 5034, 5235 SG to SU; 5352/53 WD to SG;
7003/04/06/07/10 Bl to RE; 7011-15 RE to Bl; 7718 BM to Bl. The exchange of
'4Bep' units between Brighton and Ramsgate is in connection with the withdrawal
of buffet facilities between Charing Cross and Dover/Ramsgate. The buffets in
the units transferred from Brighton to Ramsgate are out of use. 'Vep' 7718 is at
Brighton on a temporary basis (see also below).
'4Sub' 4664 was withdrawn on 8 December. About the same time units
4621/59 exchanged motor coaches 11301/78 on a permanent basis. 4621 remained
out of service following this, and was despatched to Horwich Works on 5 January.
"4EPB" 5343 was back in service in mid-November, but with the trailer
coaches from 5360. '4Vep' 7705 was formed with spare motor coach 62200 for
the latter half of November. At the beginning of December '4Cig' 7435 resumed
its correct formation and 7423 was reinstated formed: 76773/62411/70995 (ex7365)
76639 (ex7365). At the same time, 'Vep' 7718, which had been accident
damaged appeared in the remarkable form: 76265/62200/70875/76525 (ex7911).
The two centre coaches are spare, and reported to be in poor condition (70875 has
grey upholstery) and 76525 retains '4Veg' livery 7718 will assume a more
orthodox form when its own vehicles have been repaired at Slade Green.
About 19 December ' 3 H ' 1120 was temporarily reformed with driving
trailer 77509 (ex 1205) in place of 60819 which Is damaged. Thus, the unit is

second class only.

'6B' 1037 is believed to have had its buffet car removed

whilst at Chart Leacon for attention early in January. This was the last "Hastings"
buffet car in service. 1032 had assumed its correct formation by 14 January.
'4Cep' units sent to Swindon recently are: 7109/36/48/96, 7202.
Further re-numberings are: 411526 (7110), 411527 (7109), 411593 (7172) and
411 594 (7184). By 8 January deliveries to the Southern had reached 1522.
Revised unit formations are:-

411519
411520
411521
411522

61403 (ex 7009)
61343 (ex 7130)
61353 (ex7135)
61347 (ex 7132)

70352 (ex 7009) 70516 (ex 7167)
70327 (ex 7135) 70284 (ex 7135)
70342 (ex 7132) 70281 (ex 7132)
70341 (ex 7149) 70665 (ex 7210)

61402 (ex 7009)

61380 (ex 7149)
61352 (ex 7135)
61346 (ex 7132)

Spare vehicles, officially regarded as two '4Bep' units, are: 61035 (ex7102),
61342 (ex7130), 61721 (ex7167), 61958 (ex7210), 69000/08 (ex7001/09),
70038 (ex7102) and 70520 (ex7171). It has been decided not to refurbish the
'4Bep' buffet cars and some, or all, of the 'Bep's will be rebuilt as 'Cep's.
The buffet cars will be replaced by trailer second vehicles converted from
locomotive-hauled stock. These will be obtained by withdrawing one Oxted line
'8set' and reducing the other Oxted line locomotive-hauled sets from eight to
seven coaches. 'Cep's 411 520/21 have been out-shopped from Swindon bearing
numbers 1520/21 on cab ends, though the full number is quoted on solebars.
Unrebuilt 'Cep's will cease to receive C3 overhauls from the end of
March. The last units programmed for C3 overhaul are 7114/15/44/47. No '4Sub'
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units are programmed for C1 or C3 overhauls in 1981 and it is believed that major
overhauls on various 'Sub's were cancelled in 1980. No ' 4 C i g ' s are due to
receive C1 overhauls this year either, possibly in anticipation of a rebuilding or
refurbishing programme once the 'Cep's have been completed. Horwich Works
will receive eleven '4EPB' units and two '2Sap' units for facelift this year,
and 5606/07 were to be moved to Horwich in January. However, one of these is
understood to have been "carried forward" from the 1980 facelift programme.
Facelifted '4EPB' 5218 was returned to the Southern from Horwich on
29 December, and was renumbered 5404 after delivery. (5401-03 were
renumbered in late November). All 54xx 'EPB' units have numbers duplicated
at each end and are painted blue and grey. Unit 5235 is receiving a facelift at
Eastleigh Works.
It is believed that the class 508 units will be known as '4Per' from
June 1981.
Units painted blue and grey: 1113/14/27, 1206, 5010, 5197, 5210/17/26/52,
5347, 5657/81, 5702/35/45/90, 6004/13/20, 6113/30/33/62/63. Units are now
being painted blue and grey at Sehurst as well as Eastleigh.
Units fitted with AWS: S 5135/85/94/95,5243,5671/73/76/80/81/83,
5702/21/22/23/27/31/35/36/40/45/49/50; B 7357/66; S 7765/66/67/69/72/84/85,
7860; B 7905.

As well as being named "Brighton Evening Argus", 73 101 has been
temporarily renumbered 73 100, as the naming marks the newspaper's centenary.
All shunting locomotives allocated to Hither Green depot were transferred to
Selhurst with effect from 8 December, though this is unlikely to make much
difference to stabling and fuelling arrangements. Locomotives 08031/152/379
have been withdrawn.
On 9 December 74005 was booked to be hauled from Eastleigh to Fratton
and on 12 December 74003 was to be consigned in a freight train from Eastleigh
to Severn Tunnel Junction. Its eventual destination was a Newport scrapyard.
INTERESTING WORKINGS

On 13 November the 1712 London Bridge to Reigate was '8Veg' 7905/10.
7910 featured in a couple more unusual workings in December; on 1st it was the
Portsmouth portion of the 1657 from London Bridge and on 15th it substituted for
a 'Vep' on the 1542 London Bridge to London Bridge via Tooting and St Helier.
On 25 and 26 November "4Hap' 6037/58 covered a 'Vep' diagram on the Brighton
line, working mainly between Three Bridges, Victoria and London Bridge.
The pair of '2EPB' units that work almost exclusively on the Wimbledon
and West Croydon line, 5753/54, strayed elsewhere at New Year. 5754 was working
on Caterham and Tattenham Corner services on 29 December, and 5753 was on
St Helier 'roundabouts' on 6 January.
The 0722 Guildford to Waterloo was booked to be worked '4Rep/8 TC' on
13 October. '4Sub's have appeared on the 17 18 Waterloo to Alton, 4656 on 27
November and 4653 on 1 December. On 18 December '3D ' 1308 worked the 1322
Basingstoke to Reading and 1353 Reading to Portsmouth Harbour. A class 33/1
locomotive was noted substituting for a '4Rep' between Waterloo and Bournemouth
on 22 December.
47580 "County of Essex" (SF) hauled the 0920 Brighton to Manchester
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on 22 November. 29 December was an exceptional day for locomotive workings.
31 239 (MR) hauled the 0744 Manchester to Brighton and 40056 (HM) appeared on
the 0930 Temple Mills to Norwood freight and 1330 return. Meanwhile, three
class 33s reached the West Midlands on passenger trains, 33007 and 33018
reached Birmingham New Street with the 11 28 Poole to York and 0920 Brighton to
Manchester respectively, and 33017 worked the 0935 Poole to Wolverhampton
relief train throughout. Next day 40056 worked the same diagram, and 40s have
also put in occasional appearances on freight trains between Temple Mills and
Sheerness-on-Sea. Class 33s continue to substitute quite frequently for 50s
between Waterloo and Exeter.

On 18 November the Royal Train conveyed the King and Queen of Nepal
from Gatwick to Victoria, Need we say which locomotive was used?! The
General Manager's Saloon, TDB975025 and a class 33/1 locomotive were used
for a tour of inspection from Clapham Junction to Southampton and Portsmouth
on 26 November, and on 5 December the saloon was used for a further tour from
Portsmouth to Hamworthy Goods and Furzebrook. It was worked to Portsmouth
on the front of the 0522 from Waterloo and returned from Bournemouth in the
1944 parcels train to Waterloo.
A '4Cep' worked from Orpington to Portsmouth Harbour on 28 November
in connection with a Channel Islands excursion. It stabled overnight at Fratton
and conveyed the excursionists back to Orpington next day. On 12 December a
'4Cig' shuttled between Clapham Junction and Crystal Palace during the morning
conveying a party from the Institution of Railway Signals Engineers who were
visiting the Victoria re-signalling scheme.
In December there was a special working from Ashford Works to Tyne
Docks conveying two Brake Crew vans and wagon components for Tanzania.
The Brake Crew vans and wagons carrying roof components were significantly
out of gauge and the train moved in fairly short stages at night. The train was
booked to leave Ashford for Bromley South on 8 December, but it would appear
that the out of gauge vehicles got no further than Tonbridge. However, some
wagons were stabled at Bromley South for several days. It seems that all of
the consignment was moved to Brent (LMR) on 11 December.
Another Eastern Region class 302 electric unit has been sent to Eastleigh
for overhaul. Unit 256 was hauled from Channelsea to Eastleigh on 16 December
and unit 234 was returned to the Eastern Region on 5 January.
Christmas mail workings were similar to those in previous years. The
South Western Division had two '4EPB' units allocated for special mail trains
between Waterloo, Portsmouth and Bournemouth throughout December. Numerous
special 'MLV workings operated on the South Eastern Division, including up to
three trains daily between Dover Priory and Crayford. Van trains hauled by an
'MLV operated between Ashford and Margate.
Dorking trains terminated at Leatherhead on 16 November, due to
engineering works. Class 508 units operated between Waterloo and Leatherhead,
showing "Dorking" on their destination blinds for the first time. On 23 and 30
November, Alton services were diverted via Guildford due to track renewals
between Pirbright Junction and Ash Vale. Weymouth trains ran via Havant on
30 November and 7 December as a result of work between Micheldever and Winchester. Certain morning services to and from the Exeter line were diverted via
Southampton on 23 November and 14 December. Due to track relaying in the
Teddington area, Shepperton trains ran via Richmond on 14 December.
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Major work is in hand on the retaining wall by the Central Division Slow
line south of Clapham Junction and,

in consequence, the Slow lines are closed

between Battersea Park and Balham virtually every weekend from 3/4 January for
several months. West London line services are diverted via Herne Hill and

Streatham, and Beckenham Junction and West Croydon services start from and
terminate at Balham. Epsom Downs and Brighton semi-fast trains are diverted
to London Bridge, and East Grinstead and Brighton stopping services run to London
Bridge on Saturdays as well as Sundays.
On 15 and 29 March major works in the Coulsdon area will block all lines
between Purley and Coulsdon until about 0900. Until mid-afternoon single line
working will operate over one track. Some main line trains will run to Smitham,
where passengers will transfer to Coulsdon North.
The lines from Sevenoaks to Orpington and Otford were closed all day on
15/16 November and 6/7 December. Hastings trains ran via Redhill, and Dover
and Ramsgate ones via Maidstone East. Fast trains were diverted via Maidstone
East again on 22/23 November and 4 January due to work between Paddock Wood
and Ashford. Hastings trains again ran via Redhill on 11 January, and the 2045
from Charing Cross and 2044 from Hastings called at local stations between
Redhill and Tonbridge due to the 21 12 from Redhill and 21 51 return from Tonbridge
being cancelled.
The Slow lines were closed south of New Cross on 22/23 November and,
in consequence, through trains could not call at New Cross or St Johns. The
usual arrangements applied, a shuttle service being operated between London
Bridge and New Cross and passengers to and from St Johns having to use LTE
bus services. Charing Cross trains were diverted to Cannon Street on 29/30
November and '6EPB' shuttle services operated between Charing Cross and
Cannon Street. Main line trains were diverted via Catford on 14 December due
to closure of the line between Herne Hill and Beckenham Junction.
Track Recording Coach DB999550 visited most Southern Region
electrified lines between 24 November and 5 December. It operated marshalled
between an 'MLV
and a two-coach unit comprising 'Cep' motor coach 61035
and test coach ADB975032. On the South Western Division a '2EPB' or '2Hap'
unit was used instead of the ' MLV . Coverage of the region was very comprehensive and among the lines covered were the Lymington branch and Wimbledon
to West Croydon. DB999550 was specially authorised to run over various lines
not passed for Mk2 coaching stocks On 10 December the rather older track
testing coach DW139 worked from Bristol to Waterloo via Exeter. It was turned
on the Kingston Loop and returned to Bristol via its outward route next day.
The Speno rail grinder operated from Tonbridge between 28 November and
9 December, before transferring to Basingstoke where it worked until 20 December.
'4Cep' 1517 worked gangway tests on the Kingston Loop on 10 November
and on 9 December 1519 was used for riding tests between Wimbledon and
Basingstoke. 8002 continued to be used for brake tests on the Shepperton branch
during November and December.
INCIDENTS

6 Nov: Services were disrupted between Redhill and Guildford due to poor adhesion.
Some Tonbridge trains were formed of six coaches instead of three, the extra
stock being found by cancelling Gatwick services. A boat was thrown onto the
railway at Ryde Esplanade after being hit by a hovercraft.
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11 Nov: The 1634 London Bridge to Uckfield slipped to a stand between Upper
Warlingham and Woldingham. It was assisted to Oxted by the 1636 from Victoria
and following trains were badly delayed, some being well over an hour late. The
situation was aggravated by Woldingham signal box being closed,
12 Nov: The Western Region unit booked to work the 0723 to Tonbridge failed at
Redhill and '3D' 1301 was substituted.
14 Nov: '4Vep' 7852 derailed at Wimbledon Park sidings, resulting in cancellation
of some evening peak services. The line through Southampton Tunnel was closed
from 1650 to 1800 due to a fire in a signal cable. An emergency bus service was
operated between Southampton and Eastleigh and trains between Portsmouth and
Salisbury were diverted via Chandlers Ford.
16 Nov: A points failure at Basingstoke delayed evening trains by up to 85 minutes.
Beckenham Junction signal-box was closed during the evening due to staff shortages
and a bus replacement service had to be run.
18 Nov: South Western Division commuters again suffered delays during the
evening peak, as a result of a signals failure between Clapham Junction and
Vauxhall.
19 Nov: 33007 derailed on trap points at Stewarts Lane Junction.
21 Nov: The 03 18 Victoria to Gatwick hit a man on the line outside Victoria
station. The 0631 East Croydon to East Grinstead lost time due to slipping
between Lingfield and Dormans, and following empty stock workings were delayed
in consequence. Peak services to London were badly disrupted as a result.
During the morning peak a Sevenoaks to Holborn Viaduct train hit an object on the
line near Catford, and following services were diverted via Herne Hill.
Due to possible closure of Latchmere Junction signal-box, because of lack of staff,
during the morning, the 0920 Brighton to Manchester and 0744 Manchester to
Brighton were diverted via Guildford. Evening trains were in difficulties due to
lack of adhesion on the Oxted line, between Redhill and Guildford and on the
Epsom Downs branch. The evening run by the Selhurst water cannon train had
to be terminated at Eridge due to defects on unit 002.
22 Nov: Both the 1705 from Chessington and the following 1656 from Shepperton
became gapped outside Waterloo.
23 Nov: '4Vep' 7748 failed at Claygate, with wheels and motors locked, whilst
working the 11 49 from Guildford. Up trains had to be diverted via Bookham and
Epsom for three hours following this. Engineering works at Motspur Park overran.
24 Nov: A man fell from the 0638 to Paddock Wood as it left Strood. The 0656
Margate to Cannon Street was terminated at Chatham after its guard became
seriously ill.
27 Nov: Due to a freight train failure at Betchworth, the 1407 Gatwick to Reading
was diverted via Kensington Olympia. '2EPB' 5651 derailed at Wimbledon about
1930 whilst shunting to form a West Croydon service.
28 Nov: Evening peak services were delayed in the Brixton area after barbed wire
that had been placed on the line by vandals became entangled with the shoe gear
of a down train.
2 Dec: De-icing unit 004 derailed at Wimbledon Park sidings in the evening.
3 Dec: The 1704 to Shepperton, formed 8023/24, failed outside Waterloo. In
the following disruption the 1724 to Effingham Junction, also formed of two 508
units, was diverted to leave from platform 7, which has not been officially cleared
for use by 508 stock.
4 Dec: Due to a power failure on South Eastern Division lines at Victoria, trains
were diverted to Blackfriars.
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5 Dec: The 0638 from Victoria, formed '4EPB' 5030, collided with '4Vep' 7701
whilst shunting at Effingham Junction, 50004 "St Vincent" derailed outside

Waterloo signal-box, blocking platforms 19, 20 and 21. During the morning peak a
conductor rail became displaced in the Up Slow line between Wandsworth Common
and Clapham Junction. Some up suburban trains were terminated at Balham.
9 Dec: The 0540 Hastings to Charing Cross was diverted via Redhill due to overnight engineering work between Tonbridge and Sevenoaks not finishing on time.
Due to failure of 47526, the 1520 Brighton to Manchester was hauled to East
Croydon by 73 139. There 33018 was substituted. The 33 continued to Reading
where it was replaced by 47539.
10 Dec: The Down Fast line was blocked between Balham Junction and Streatham
Junction during the afternoon whilst defective rails were changed. Several local
services between East Croydon and Victoria were cancelled and some fast trains
made special stops at Selhurst to compensate. Due to a fire, the current was
isolated between Peckham Rye and East Dulwich between 21 08 and 21 42. The
21 32 Brighton to Portsmouth Harbour was badly delayed due to '4Cig' 7317
working in series control positions only. It was taken out of service at Fratton.
12 Dec: '4Cep' 1506 failed at Sandwich on the 1028 Margate to Charing Cross,
and some following trains were diverted via Canterbury West.
16 Dec: A freight train derailed on the Nunhead line near Lewisham, cutting
power cables that served the main line. Services were badly disrupted all
afternoon and power was restored to two tracks on the main line at 1730. All
trains between Holbom Viaduct and Dartford via Nunhead were cancelled.
Further disruption was caused at Dartford by the 1555 from Ramsgate, '4Cep'
1518, having to be taken out of service. Next morning a few trains ran from
Dartford to Holborn Viaduct via London Bridge, but operating difficulties were
aggravated by a fatality between Farningham Road and Swanley. The Nunhead
line was reopened in time for the evening peak on 17 December.
18 Dec: Trains were delayed by frozen points at Hounslow Junction. A lorry
hit a railway bridge at Strood.
19 Dec: An empty train was derailed at Bellingham during the morning. The
derailment would seem to have been in the down siding as this was lifted soon

after.
25 Dec: A youth was electrocuted on the line near Basingstoke whilst walking
home from a Christmas Eve party along the railway.
27 Dec: After the Christmas closedown difficulty was experienced in restarting
the South Western Division's '3H' units. The 0611 from Waterloo, formed
'4Cig/4Vep', failed on the Windsor branch due to ice on the line. It was
assisted by the 0641 to Windsor.
28 Dec: Trains were in difficulties due to ice on the line at Eastleigh, Petersfield
and Aldershot.
30 Dec: Evening peak services on the Windsor line were disrupted due to a fire
in Clapham Junction 'A' signal-box. Several trains were diverted via Kingston.
2 Jan: There was a fatality at Motspur Park involving the 0714 from Effingham
Junction.
5 & 6 Jan: Drivers at St Leonards, Tonbridge and Grove Park went on strike as a
protest against the withdrawal of off-peak fast services to Hastings via Battle.
There were no trains between Tunbridge Wells Central and St Leonards or between
Ashford and Ore, with cancellations on other lines.
8 Jan: ' 3 H ' 1132 caught fire at Netley whilst working the 1440 Portsmouth &
Southsea to Romsey.
9 Jan: '4Cig' 7423, on the 0552 Waterloo to Portsmouth Harbour, had its pick
up shoes knocked off at Guildford.
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18 Jan: '2Sap' 5604 derailed on trap points whilst leaving Streatham Hill depot
to work a morning service to Beckenham Junction
TIMETABLES AND DIAGRAMS

Coal Traffic: Coal trains were due to start running to Halling again from 17
November, Shortly before this a new service of coal trains commenced between
Betteshanger Colliery and Strood CEGB.

Christmas Services: On Christmas Eve a modified weekday service was operated.
On the South Eastern Division the evening peak service was slightly reduced and
there were a number of additional main line trains on the South Western Division.
No trains ran after about 2200, except the Gatwick service. The only trains in
Britain to start their journeys on Christmas day were the 0004 Victoria to Gatwick
and 0027 Gatwick to Victoria. There were no Boxing Day services, though
London Transport trains ran to Richmond, Wimbledon and New Cross. For the

rest of the holiday period trains ran more or less per the normal timetables, with
a Sunday service on New Year's Day.
Following the two day close down over Christmas, all early trains on 27
December were diagrammed to be at least eight coaches to minimise the risk of
difficulties due to ice on conductor rails. Standby diesel locomotives, to assist
as required, were provided at Ashford, Bournemouth, Brighton, Dover Western
Docks, Eastleigh, Fratton, Gillingham, Hither Green, Norwood Up Yard, Redhill,

Tonbridge and Woking.
New Year Withdrawals: Off peak fast services to Hastings via Battle were
withdrawn with effect from 5 January. Buffet facilities were withdrawn from
trains between Charing Cross, Dover and Ramsgate on the same date. The only
South Eastern Division services still to have buffets now are boat trains.
Service Cuts: Economy cuts in June will mainly take the effect of a reduction in
the number of main line trains, and closure of certain suburban stations in the
evenings and at weekends.

Fast trains to Bournemouth will be reduced in number on Sundays, and
there will be fewer Brighton line trains on Sundays and weekday evenings.
EarIswood and Salfords stations will be open during peak hours only. There will
be cuts in peak hour services to and from Bromley North, Orpington, Catford
Loop, Hayes, Dorking (from Waterloo), Guildford and Hampton Court. Off peak
services on the Sheerness branch will be hourly, instead of half hourly, and the
line will close on winter Sundays. The service between Strood and Maidstone
West will also be hourly off peak. South Eastern Division suburban services

will be reduced to two trains per hour, instead of three, on most lines.
On Sundays there will be no trains to Eridge and Uckfield or on the
Hounslow Loop. Local stations between Salisbury and Basingstoke will close
all day on Sundays, as will many suburban stations.

Stations that will close earlier than at present, and all day at weekends
are as follows. (It should be borne in mind that stations that already open for
restricted periods are not included; the lists are of new closures only).
To close about 1930 Mondays to Fridays: Anerley, Bat & Ball, Beckenham Hill,
Birkbeck, Cannon Street, Dunton Green, Earlswood, Holborn Viaduct, Knockholt,
Lee, Loughborough Junction, Penge West, Ravensbourne and Salfords.
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To close about 2200 Mondays to Fridays: Bromley North, Clapham, East Dulwich,
Haydons Road, North Dulwich, Queens Road Peckham, South Bermondsey,
Sundridge Park, Tooting, Wandsworth Common and Wandsworth Road
To close about 1930 Saturdays: Albany Park, Anerley, Bat & Ball, Beckenham Hill,
Bickley, Birkbeck, Brixton, Bromley North, Crofton Park, Deptford, Dunton Green,
Eden Park, Elmstead Woods, Eltham Park, Eynsford, Higham, Kent House,
Knockholt, Ladywell, Lee, Lower Sydenham, New Beckenham, Northfleet, Nunhead,
Penge West, Ravensbourne, St Johns, Shoreham (Kent), Shortlands, Stone
Crossing, Sundridge Park, Sydenham Hill, Westcombe Park, West Dulwich and
Woolwich Dockyard.
To close about 2200 Saturdays: Haydons Road, Tooting and Wandsworth Common.
To close overnight: Barnes, Earlsfield, Mortlake, New Malden, Norbiton, Putney,
Queenstown Road, Raynes Park, Strawberry Hill, Teddington and Vauxhall.
To close all day Saturdays: Clapham, Earlswood, Salfords and Wandsworth Road.
To close all day Sundays throughout the year: Addiscombe, Albany Park, Anerley,
Ashurst, Barming, Bat & Ball, Beckenham Hill, Bickley, Brentford, Brixton,
Bromley North, Buxted, Cowden, Chiswick, Crofton Park, Crowborough, Deptford,
Dunton Green, Earlswood, East Malling, Edenbridge Town, Eden Park, Elmstead
Woods, Eltham Park, Eridge, Eynsford, Faygate, Grateley, Groombridge, Hever,
Higham, Hounslow, Isleworth, Kemsing, Kent House, Kew Bridge, Knockholt,
Ladywell, Lee, Lower Sydenham, New Beckenham, Northfleet, Nunhead, Overton,
Ravensbourne, St Johns, Shoreham (Kent), Shortlands, Stone Crossing,
Sundridge Park, Sydenham Hill, Syon Lane, Tunbridge Wells West, Uckfield,
Westcombe Park, West Dulwich, Whitchurch (Hants) and Woodside.
Additional stations will close on Sundays in the winter only.
Crewe Changes: Class 33 locomotives are to work trains between Cardiff and Crewe
via Shrewsbury from 1 June. 33031 was at Crewe by 16 January for crew training.
STATIONS, TRACK AND SIGNALLING

Dover: New colour light signals were brought into use at Martin Mill on 16
November. On 7 December Buckland Junction, Kearsney and Kearsney Loop
Junction signal-boxes were abolished, and Buckland Junction is now controlled
from Dover Priory box. Track circuit block working was introduced between Dover
Priory and Shepherds Well and Martin Mill signal-boxes.
Appledore: The Up Home and Up Distant semaphore signals were replaced by
colour lights on 7 December. Star and East Guldeford level crossings, between
Appledore and Rye, were converted to automatic half barrier operation on 13
January, and the crossing boxes were abolished.
Gravesend: AWS was brought into use at signals between Dartford and Strood
on 18 December.
Victoria: To facilitate the construction of the new air terminal and offices, the
"British Railways (Victoria) Bill" is being promoted in Parliament. This repeals
sections of various old railway acts from "Provision as to the Levels and
Construction of Parapets and Plantations and Approaches of St George's and
Eccleston Bridges" (Victoria Station and Pimlico Railway Act, 1858) to "As to
entrance to Victoria Station from Eccleston Bridge" (Southern Railway Act, 1924).
Between 26 and 28 November revised signalling was brought into use between
Battersea Park and Balham exclusive, all under the control of Victoria (Clapham
Junction) signalling centre. Signals throughout the area are four aspect colour
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lights with A W S . Clapham Junction 'B' signal-box was abolished on 28 November
and the lines between Victoria and Thornton Heath (exclusive) re-designated "Fast"
and "Slow", instead of "Through" and "Local". AWS was brought into use at
Fast line signals between Victoria and Battersea Park on 9 December.
East Dulwich: The station is being rebuilt, and work was in progress on both
platforms in early December. The up siding has been lifted.
Coulsdon: Track remodelling starts soon.
A new double crossover will be
installed at Coulsdon North, permitting movements from Down Local to Down
Through and Up Through to Up Local. A new junction at the south end of Purley
station will allow direct running between the Through line platforms and the
Caterham and Tattenham Corner lines. This will require the loop platforms to
be shortened.
Waterloo: Glass doors have been installed in the Victory Arch entrance.
Previously, draughts had upset the working of the train departure board and for
technical reasons it was undesirable to glaze over the front of the board. It is
proposed to widen the approaches to Waterloo by about 40 feet on the local line
side.
Staines: The new connection from the Windsor branch to Staines West was due to
be brought into use on 18 January. Motorway construction near Colnbrook will
sever the Staines West branch and the south end of the Iine Is to be
transferred to the Southern Region. Traffic comprises fuel oil to Cory's private
siding at Staines West.
Hilsea: With effect from 1 January the NCR cash register was withdrawn from the
booking office. Existing ticket stocks remain in use. Tickets are dated in a date
press and the fare is written in by hand.
Fawley Branch: Frost Lane signal-box was reduced to a crossing box on 21 December
and the Token Block Section extended to apply between Marchwood and Fawley.
Frost Lane Down Starting signal was removed.
Dorchester: Dorchester Junction has been remodelled with a standard "double
turnout" layout. The line to Waterloo is, at last, recognised as the main line
and the original line, to Castle Cary, becomes the branch. The layout is thus:

Station Signs: "& West Hove" has been removed from the platform signs at
Ports lade. Can anyone say when this was done? Signs at Canterbury West are
suffixed "Alight here for the Cathedral".
CORRIGENDA

LR57, p193 Paint dates on vehicles would suggest that '4TC' 414 was not
back in service until late November.
LR58, p227

p233

Diversion of Brighton/Manchester trains via Willesden South
West sidings did not take place after 23 November; trains ran via
Guildford instead. The bridge tests on Atlantic Road bridge,
scheduled for 21 September were cancelled.
Commissioning of the Streatham Reversible Fast Spur was
deferred from 27 October. Can anyone say what the actual date
was?
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p234

The totem signs at Tunbridge Wells West are standard enamel,
not wood.

236

7105 is on the down slow line.

COVER

Front: Class 508 units stand at Waterloo in the late afternoon on 15 November
1980. Virtually all units are now in service.
Rear: '4Cor' 3142 is hauled on the Nene Valley Railway by 70000 "Britannia"
The vehicle in this shot is motor coach 11161. The widened step boards,
necessary at Berne gauge platforms, can be clearly seen. This photograph was
taken on the occasion of the SEG visit on 12 July 1980.
Photos: Geoff Warren
LATE NEWS: BRIGHTON BELLE COACH FOR SALE

The following advertisement appears in the February edition of "Railway Magazine"
"FOR SALE by Tender: One BRIGHTON BELLE motor coach in unrestored
condition. Serious enquiries to Box No 3660 c/o Railway Magazine"
'CLASP' buildings were first used at Fleet and Sunbury stations in 196S, and
were used subsequently elsewhere. As no description appears to be available
for modellers, Richard Whitbread is hoping to prepare an article on the buildings
for "Live Rail". Unfortunately, no references are to hand, but it is assumed
that details of CLASP buildings, which have many non-railway uses such as
schools, libraries etc, must have appeared in the professional building and
construction design magazines. If anyone can help with information, please
write to Richard Whitbread (address inside front cover). Thank you.
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